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1. SUMMARY
The Knuckles Conservation Forest (KCF) is a biodiversity hotspot with amazing beauty located in the
Districts of Kandy and Mathale in the Central Province of Sri Lanka. The area situated above 1500 m was
declared as a climatic reserve in 1873 and a conservation forest in 2000, later a UNESCO Man & Biosphere
Reserve and a World Heritage Site in 2009.
The Forest Department of Sri Lanka has sought funding from the Ecosystem Conservation and
Management Project (ESCAMP), for the Development and Improvements of Seraella Trail and
construction of Seraella ticket counter, Sales outlet and washroom complex for the improvement of
nature-based tourism in the KCF. An initial environment assessment has been undertaken to ensure the
environmental and social related rules and regulations prescribed by the Government of Sri Lanka, the
Forest Department, and the World Bank while undertaking the civil works of the project.
Proposed project activities will directly or indirectly uplift the living standards of the local villagers by
providing alternative or supplementary livelihoods, as a selected sample of villagers will have the
opportunity to be employed as tour guides, sales outlet, provision homestay facilities, sell local produce
to the tourists.
The proposed activity is restricted to the Forest Reserve and Indigenous or marginalized groups or people
are not dwelling within the forest or in the adjacent territory. Apparently, archaeological significance
within the impact zones of subproject activities is also inconsequential according to the visual
observations made and information received from the FD Officers, CBO members. No literature was found
on gazetted archaeological monuments within project implementation location.
Land acquisition shall not be required for the proposed development activities and the project activities
will not lead to any involuntary resettlement or loss of livelihoods of villagers around. Any kind of
disturbance to the general public is also not expected since socio-economic activities of general public are
not happening in the proposed project’s impact zone except nature-based tourism activities.
The level of Impacts of Different Environment and Social Parameters associated with different
interventions are summarised in table 1 below.
Table 1: Summary Table of the Level of Impacts of Different Environment and Social Parameters associated
with different interventions.

Parameter
Air Quality

Level
Impact
Low

Water Quality

Low

Surface & ground water Low
quality

of

Reason
Insignificant air emission during the proposed
construction as most of these activities would be
carried out manually and on a minor scale for a
shorter period of time (less than 10 – 30 days
period).
The sub-project activities need insignificant amount of
water
Construction of toilets with sealed type septic tanks
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Private Lands and PA Private Land
No impact
Lands
PA Land - Low
Noise & Vibration

Low

Fauna/Flora

Low

Erosion
and
sedimentation

Low

Archaeological heritage Low
Waste

Low

Hazardous materials

Low

Traffic
accidents

Low

and

Indigenous people

No Impact

Occupational
Health and Safety

Medium

Proposed project will be carried out within the
demarcated forest areas, and no additional land will
be required for the project; therefore, private land
shall not be acquired.
Construction activities may lead to certain amounts of
noise pollution within the forest area; however, it will
be maintained below the permissible level.
Vibration impacts are not expected.
Locations proposed for development/improvement
activities are already disturbed, it may not require to
remove any tree.
Earth removal may happen at the new building site.
Excavation will be limited to the foundation of the
buildings.
Earth removal/disturbances may not happen
An insignificant amount of solid waste may
generate due to construction activities. No
demolition will take place.
Cement, lime and paints could course hazardous to the
ground dwelling small animals and aquatic habitats.
However, the effect would be a short period of time
and easily manageable.
Ilukumbura – Mathale road may be used for
material transport, but the required amount of
construction materials is less.
Indigenous or marginalized ethnic groups are not
inhabiting or around the project area.
Activities will be happening within the reserve forest,
Snake bites, insect bites, Accidents and any wild
animal attacks are possible. But the animal movements
are limited due to the sites are already occupied by
officers. Work will be limited to day time only.

This report comprises baseline data on the existing condition of the physical and biological environment,
the anticipated social and environmental impacts due to the project, as well as proposed mitigation
measures. A field survey was undertaken to assess the physical and biological environment. Data has been
collected from secondary sources to supplement the findings of the field survey. All the concerns such as
the ecology, management of construction, shelter, and sanitation, use of equipment and machinery,
occupational health and safety, occupational hazards, social and environmental management, and
monitoring plan have been dealt with in detail in the respective sections of the report. While preparing
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the ESMP, location Impacts, design and pre-construction impacts, impacts during construction,
operational impacts were considered, and beneficial Impacts should be assessed later.
It is obvious that the development of nature-based tourism in the Knuckles range will result in economic
and social benefits, and the implementation of the proposed activity is significant to achieve success in
the long term.
The project has limited adverse environmental impacts. Moreover, these are site-specific, easily
reversible, and can be readily addressed through mitigation measures. Therefore, implementing and
monitoring the proposed environment and social management plans as stipulated is essential.
2. GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO THE KNUCKLES CONSERVATION FOREST
The Knuckles Conservation Forest is a biodiversity hotspot located in the districts of Kandy and Mathale
in the Central Province of Sri Lanka (Figure 1). Whilst this name was assigned by early British surveyors,
Sinhalese residents have traditionally referred to the area as Dumbara Kanduvetiya meaning “mist-laden
mountain range” (Cooray, 1984). The area situated above 1500 m was declared a climatic reserve in 1873
and a conservation forest in 2000. Later, Knuckles Conservation Forest (KCF) was included in the UNESCO
natural world heritage list in 2010 as part of the Central Highlands of Sri Lanka.
Knuckles is a biogeographically highly distinct and
isolated range and considered a key biodiversity
hotspot
within Sri
Lanka, contains a
high number of point endemics. The evolution of
several fauna and flora assemblages are highly unique
and restricted into Knuckles and adjacent areas.
Therefore, this area is considered highly sensitive and
vulnerable due to its flora and fauna.
Secondary Literature reveals that the KCF has
recorded up to 1033 plant species belonging to 141
families of which 15% are endemic. In addition, there
are 128 bird species of which 17 are endemic. The
area also features 31 mammal species, 20
amphibians, 15 species of fish, 60 species of
butterflies, and 53 species of reptiles (Biodiversity
Secretariat, 2014).

Figure 1: Map showing Knuckles mountain range
The climate in the area varies from hot to wet and cold, and the vegetation in the valleys and foothills
consist mainly of semi-evergreen vegetation with larger trees, the upper slopes contain tropical montane
humid evergreen rain forest and the upper levels possess cloud forests; a moist forest with a low-level
cloud cover where various endemic species of ferns, orchids, lichens, and mosses grow profusely.
Furthermore, the Knuckles is considered a vital water catchment with many of its streams feeding
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important downstream rivers such as the gigantic Mahaweli river and other several rivers including Heen
ganga, Kalu Ganga, and Hulu ganga.
Weather in the Knuckles mountain range is unpredictable and could transform to rain within a few
minutes. Rain could breeze on any day. The average rainfall at Knuckles range lies between 3000 – 5000
mm while the temperature ranges between 5.5 - 35 0C. The Southwest monsoon brings rain through a
gap in the range of mountains. The average wind speed has been measured to be approximately
7.2km/hour,
and
the
humidity
in
the
range
lies
between
57%
90%
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knuckles_Mountain_Range). However, the Ilukkumbura area is relatively
dry, and the annual rainfall is around 2500 - 3000 mm.
It is well documented that the Knuckles range is a biodiversity hot-spot including point endemics,
endemics, critically endangered, and many more. Important faunal species recorded during FBPAM recent
visits are included in Table 2 below. Some critically endangered species such as Cyrtodactylus soba and
Cnemaspis clivicola and snakes like Chrysopelea ornata could be spotted. The Cnemaspis clivicola could
also be seen under the rocks and crevices beside the trails.

The plant species that has been recorded around the sera ella and sera ella nature trail are
Mangifera zeylanica, Neolitsea cassia, Strychnos potatarum, Neolitsea fuscata, Actinodaphne
speciosa, Calophyllum trapezifolium, Syzygium spathulatum, Elaeocarpus glandulifer, Litsea
glaberrima, and Gordonia elliptica.
It could not see many animals along the nature trail but bats, Macaca sinica, Ptyas mucosa, and
a few bird species around the sera ella could be able to see. However, it is obvious that there can
be many more. Finding and relocating small fauna especially amphibians and reptilians that may
inhabit the nature trail; before the proposed construction begins, will be done by the FBPAM and
Environment Officer -PMU.
Table 2: Fauna found within the Knuckles Conservation Forest
No

Scientific name

Common name

1.

Ceratophora tennenttii

Leaf-horned lizard

Conserv
ation
Status
CR

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Calotes calotes
Cyrtodactulus soba
Pseudophilautus fulvus
Nannophrys marmorata
Lankanectes corrugatus
Uperodon rohani
Indosylvirana temporalis
Dasia halianus
Chrysopelea ornata
Columba livia
Ceyx erithaca

Green garden lizard
Knuckles Forest Gecko
Knuckles shrub frog
Kirtisinghe's rock frog
Corrugated water frog
Rohan's pugsnout frog
Bronzed frog
Haly's treeskink
Ornate flying snake
Rock Dove
Oriental Dwarf Kingfisher

LC
CR
CR
CR
VU
LC
NT
NT
VU
LC
NT
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13.
14.
15.

Merops philippinus
Psittacula calthrapae
Funambulus layardi

Blue-tailed Bee-eater
Sri Lanka Emerald-collared Parakeet
Sri Lanka flame-striped jungle squirrel

NT
VU

Faunal and floral diversity of the Knuckles range is well documented and it is an impossible task of
identifying such a flora diversity during a field visit, however, important floral species at the immediate
vicinity of the sub-projects.
3. TOURSM POTENTIAL OF KCF
Tourism in Knuckles conservation forest area and adjacent
areas is dominated by local visitors who tend to visit the
region primarily on weekends. High season months for local
visitation coincide with school vacation periods – April,
August, and December, with long weekends being another
popular time for local visitors. The primary motivations and
interests of local visitors (Figure 2) are mainly family
gatherings
and
celebrations, water-based recreation
(i.e. swimming), and to a lesser degree experiencing the
natural and cultural attractions of the region.
Figure 2: Total number of visitors from
Ilulkkumbura-Pitawalapathana
entry
points
Local visitors also tend to arrive with their own vehicles, bring their own food, and therefore their
economic impact on local communities and tourism service providers is relatively limited. However, as
seen in Figure 2 presented above, local visitation has been consistently growing over the past five years,
with local visitors arriving at the Illukkumbura/Pitawala Panthana entry point exceeding 70,000 people in
2017 (a 253% increase from 2013). But this number should be more since there are a few other
unattended entrances such as Attanwala entry point and Narangamuwa and Rambukkoluwa along the
main road of the Mathale Illukkumbura-Laggala road.
4. LEGAL ASPECTS AND INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK
The implementation of the proposed subproject will be governed by the laws and specific environmental
rules, regulations, policies, and standards of Sri Lanka as well as the World Bank’s Social and
Environmental Safeguard Policies.
National Environmental (Amendment) Act No. 53 of 2000, Forest Ordinance-1908 and its amendments,
Forest Conservation Ordinance-2009, Fauna and Flora Protection Ordinance (FFPO) Amended Act No. 49
of 1993 & 2009 and Soil Conservation Act (1951,1953), are the most important and applicable to
development. Further to above, applicable international conventions/environmental agreements of
IUCN, CITIES, UNESCO also pertinent.
The Ministry of Wildlife and Forest Conservation, Forest Department, and the Project Management Unit
of ESCAMP bear the overall responsibility of abiding by the above acts, rules, regulations, policies, and
standards. The above legal enactments impose restrictions on activities to minimize/mitigate likely
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impacts on the natural environment and social environment. Compliance is required in all stages of the
sub-project implementation, including design, construction, operation, and maintenance.

5. PROPOSED SUB PROJECT

Sera Ella is a spectacular water fall which attracts visitors throughout the year. The Seraella
nature trail to the waterfall is passing through the KCF. The trail starts from end point of the road
to Podatawela village at Illukkubura.
The water fall It is formed by the waters of Kitul Canal which runs down the Kaudagammana peak
and the Hunumadala River, which flows from the mountains of Gonamada and Deyuthu
Gammaduwa, combining to form the Puwakpitiya River, a waterway which joins Thelgamu Oya
to create the waterfall at this point. Instead of its remarkable beauty of the waterfall, the most
interesting features of this waterfall are the hidden cave behind the curtain of water. Steps have
been cut out to get to this cave, and the water pool can be safely accessed even when there is a
heavy water flow. Figure 3 shows the Seraell water fall.

Figure 3: The vital attraction of the area – Seraella waterfall
Basically four activities have been proposed under the development; Safety improvement of the
trail, construct a ticketing counter, construct a washroom complex and Construct a sales outlet.
5.1. OBJECTIVES OF THE SUBPROJECT
Under the project ESCAMP/MATALE/KNUCKLES/3b-07, FD was seeking funding from the ESCAMP, to
construct, rehabilitate basic infrastructure facilities in the Knuckles Matale range to facilitate visitors

and NBT activities within the area. Two distinct objectives have been followed under the
development.
•
•

To enhance the quality of the Nature-Based Tourism of Knuckles Range of Mathale District
through better planning and by improving the tourism-related infrastructure and services.
To provide direct benefits to local people through new opportunities in Nature-Based Tourism
Development interventions of the Forest Department in Mathale District.
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5.2. PROJECT ACTIVITIES

5.2.1. Safety improvement of Seraella trail
Though a large number of tourists visit Seraella daily, the trail to the water flow is in very
primitive stage with no any facilities or safety measures taken. Currently the trail seems to be
very unsafe. It needs to repair the steps with safety handrails. Exiting condition of the trail is
given in figure 4 below.

Figure 4: Existing condition of the trail and handrails along the Seraella trail
5.2.2. Construction of a ticket counter
Though the visitors are entering to the reserve there are no any control mechanism or checking
procedures since here are no such facilities available. Therefore, a ticket counter should be
established at the starting point of the trail. The sketch of the proposed ticket counter is given
in figure 5 below.
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Figure 5: Schematic diagram of proposed ticket counter
5.2.3. Construction of Seraella washroom and Toilet Complex
In addition to the ticket counter, washroom and toilet facilities to be established at the centre,
since there are no any such facilities at the site or nearby. The schematic diagram of proposed
washroom and toilet is given in figure 6.

Figure 6: Schematic diagram of proposed toilet complex – Seraella
The location selected for the toilet complex is approximately 800m away from the
waterfall/stream. It is located near to the ticketing counter and sales outlet.
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5.2.4. Construction of Seraella Sales Outlet
Both local and foreign visitors wish to purchase local crafts, souvenirs, local food, and other items
from the destinations they visit. Production of crafts and sales also expands the benefits to the
local community, including women’s groups, elders, and individuals with physical disabled.
Tourism development activities can consider the supply and demand of those local products,
provide a basic facility to sell their products, and help to enhance positive relationships between
the local communities and conservation authority.
Currently the local people are engaging with sales activity using temporary hut which is given in
figure 7 below. New sales outlet would consist with three or four shells with more facilities. In
addition to the improvement of income of the local community, this will help to enhance positive
relationship between FD officials and community.

Figure 7: The temporary hut that is being used as sales outlet
The schematic diagram of the proposed sales outlet building is given in figure 8.

Figure 8: Schematic Diagram of Proposed sales outlet at Seraella
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6. Potential Environmental Impacts of the Project and proposed mitigation
The potential environmental and social impacts of the proposed sub-project describe under this
Chapter related to the pre-construction, construction and operation phases including the proposed
mitigation measures.
6.1.Pre-construction stage
Potential impact during pre-construction stage will be due to surveying and setting out of the
buildings. To avoid damages to the ecologically and significant tree species, setting out surveys
shall be carried out under strict supervision of the engineer and the environmental expert.
A sufficient area around the construction site is also required to be cleared for the facilitation of
construction activities, which is usually around 3m. This area could be arranged with minimal
damage to the flora.
In order to avoid damages to the ecology, endemic, threatened or endangered fauna / flora species,
surveys and setting out works shall be carried out under strict supervision of an engineer and the
environmental officer of the PMU. The contractor should adhere to the guidance given on air and
water quality checks and waste disposal systems too. Identification of waste disposal method with
a dumping site is the responsibility of the contractor at this stage.
6.2.Impacts during construction stage:
• Removal or Damages to the vegetation
Vegetation removal will not be happening under this construction. However, ground cover
vegetation and shrub surrounding of the building could be trampled by the workers. The
effects could be temporary. But the workers should be instructed and educated not to
disturb vegetation unnecessary.
• Noise and Air Pollution
Noise levels around the construction site would temporarily increase. The noise levels
generated should be limited to workday daylight hours for the duration of the work. High
noise generating equipment should be discouraged, especially vibrating machines and earth
compactors in the site.
• Pollutant
Pollutant emissions from construction equipment could generate minor effects to air quality
in the area and immediate surrounding the construction activity. Fugitive dust particles
could release to the atmosphere during construction, transportation and subsequent storage
and handling.
• The contractor would be required to keep all equipment in good order to minimize air
pollution and noise generation. Construction materials should be covered to avoid erosion,
especially fill material such as gravel and earth. Material transport vehicles while
transporting materials should be covered in order to avoid any air-borne dust in the area.
Since gravel and unpaved roads create air-borne dust, frequent watering the road surface is
essential.
• Removal of top soil
Top soil will be removed if needed, Stripping should be done under supervision and
instruction of engineer and Eos. Stockpiles should be limited to 2m without blocking the
path. Such stockpiled topsoil may be returned to cover the areas including cut slopes where
the topsoil has been removed due to project activities.
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•

Hydrology and Water Quality
Natural drainage patterns through the land area will be disturbed due to construction
activities. Provision of streams and canals within the site is necessary to facilitate proper
drainage while controlling erosions.

•

Disturbance to the soil, cutting & filling, and storage of construction material within the
site could potentially contaminate the surface runoff, notably increasing the turbidity
during construction. Erosion control practices should be implemented during the
construction to limit turbidity and silt transport off site. Safe handling of construction
material would minimize the potential contamination of surface runoff and thereby prevent
affecting the quality of the water bodies nearby.
Operation of borrow sites
Contractor shall procure material only from borrow sites having approved license from
GSMB or other relevant authorities. Borrow sites / pits should be properly managed so that
material will not be eroded due to surface runoff. Slopes and embankments should be turfed
or protected from erosion by other means after cutting, to prevent wash away of soil.
Similarly, any earth heaps should be covered so that material will not be washed away
causing contamination of nearby water courses. If materials getting from outside, special
precautions to be taken to check the license and quality of borrow sites, in order to avoid
entering invasive or alien materials to the site.
Social impact
The visitors passing through the locality and visiting to the Information Centre would be
affected by noise. Material transportation to the site could cause road traffic. To avoid the
possible road traffic, heavy vehicles and machinery transportations should be limited as
much as possible. Noise, vibration and dust emission has to be controlled by adopting the
measures described below.

•

•

The key social and environmental impacts associated with the subproject during construction stage
are summarised in table 3.
Table 3 - Summary of key social and environmental impacts associated with the subproject during
construction stage
Project aspect Potential impact
/ Cause of
impact
Removal
Topsoil

of

▪

▪

Significance Mitigation measures
of
the
impact

Impact on fauna – Medium
especially
endemic/threatened
land snail species,
reptiles, amphibians
can be affected
Soil erosion in the
construction
area
result sedimentation in
the
streams,
waterways which will
11

▪

▪

Removal of any critical
species
found
during
topsoil removal which can
be inhabiting in the area,
and ensure no damage will
occur
to
endemic/threatened species
due to the work
Avoid rainy season to
reduce impact due to
erosion, siltation

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Removal
vegetation

of

▪

▪
▪

▪

Activities
related
to
significant
noise
and
vibration
(machinery
movements,
material

▪

affect the fauna/flora
inhabit in sensitive
ecosystem
Habitat
loss
and
fragmentation
Loss of critical species
Obstructions
to
movements/migratory
routes of the animals
Spreading
invasive
species
Disturbances to the
drainage and natural
stream flow
Impact on Endemic or Low
threatened flora and
fauna
species
inhabiting in the area
Loss of habitats
Disturbance to the
wildlife
migratory
paths
and
their
movements
Habitat deterioration
and threat to the fauna
and flora

Disturbances to the Medium
wildlife in the area,
and distraction
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▪
▪

▪

Implement
erosion
protection measures, silt
traps etc.
Removed topsoil could be
used as a productive soil
when
replanting/establishing
vegetation
Stockpiled topsoil must be
returned to cover the areas
including cut slopes

▪ All work to be carried out
complying with FFPO/FO
▪ Prior baseline ecological
screening to be conducted to
understand whether any
critical species will be
affected
▪ If such species to be affected,
appropriate measures to be
taken to protect such species
▪ No vegetation removal is
allowed
without
FD
approvals. FD needs to
supervise
development
activities.
▪ Construction workers shall be
instructed to protect fauna,
including wild animals and
aquatic life as well as their
habitats.
▪ Hunting,
poaching
and
unauthorized fishing by
project workers is not
allowed.
▪ Control noise in the site.
▪ Noise generating work should
be limited to daytime
(7:00AM to 6:00PM).
▪ All equipment and machinery
should be operated at noise
levels that do not exceed the

handling,
transportation
of vehicles and
related
earth
work etc.)

Activities
▪
related to the
emission
of
▪
dust

permissible levels as per CEA
regulations.
▪ All equipment should be in
good serviced condition.
▪ Regular maintenance of all
construction vehicles and
machinery to meet noise
control regulations stipulated
by the CEA in 1996 (Gazette
Extra Ordinary, No 924/12)
▪ Labour gangs should be
warned to work with
minimum noise. Strict labour
supervision
should
be
undertaken in this respect.
▪ Construction area to be
barricaded properly to avoid
spreading dust/emissions etc.
▪ Trucks to be operated using
covers
▪ Material stored under cover
using
proper
anchoring
systems
▪ Tires of trucks / machineries
are cleaned before entering
city roads
▪ Regular watering of access
roads and the construction
site
▪ Turfing of finished earthen
structures
▪ Dust masks are provided for
the workers and using at the
required time
▪ If any significant dust issues
occurred, Ambient air quality
including
dust
levels
monitored
through
an
accredited laboratory and
understand the compliance
status. If any non-compliance
noticed, required corrective
actions, compensations to be
made by the contractor as
directed by the FD

Impact on sensitive
habitats,
inhabitant
fauna/flora species
Significant levels of
noise
and
dust
produced
during
construction
work,
there may be temporary
disturbances to the
animals
(especially
migratory
birds)
inhabiting in the area
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Activities
related to the
hindrance of
surface runoff
and
soil
erosion,
pollution due to
oil spills, and
other pollutants
result during
the
construction
work
/
contractor
facilities

Impact on aquatic fauna Medium
and flora due to possible
disturbances
Pollution
water bodies close to the
site

Material
sourcing
including
operation
of
borrow
pits,
quarry sites etc.

Resource depletion

Water logging and Vector
proliferation

Medium

Damage to wildlife, forest
resources
Environment Pollution
Health & safety issues
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▪ Natural water paths and
valleys should be kept free
from any obstruction through
any kind of construction or
disposal of soil/rocks etc.
▪ The project area must be
barricaded properly using
sandbags
to
avoid
disturbances
to
the
naturalized habitats
▪ Construction work to be
carried out in the dry spell
▪ Do not dispose spoil water to
drainage path or streams.
▪ Prohibit direct disposal of
solid and liquid waste into
nearby water bodies.
▪ Waste management plan to be
developed and implemented.
▪ The contractor is required to
ensure that sand, aggregates,
and other quarry material is
sourced
from
licensed
sources, away from the
protected areas/ sensitive
habitats
▪ The contractor is required to
maintain
the
necessary
licenses and environmental
clearances for all borrow and
quarry material they are
sourcing –including soil, fine
aggregate,
and
coarse
aggregates
▪ Sourcing of any material
from protected areas and/or
designated natural areas,
including tank beds, are
strictly prohibited unless it is
approved by the relevant
approving agencies carrying
out
an
Environment
Assessment
▪ Use of borrow material from
tank beds to be excavated as
per the conditions laid by

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪

▪
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relevant authority to a
maximum death which will
not cause animal trapping/
falling into the excavated
borrow pits
Ensure to cover such areas
with proper fencing to avoid
animal trapping / falling into
the pits
If the contractor uses a noncommercial borrow/quarry
sites, the sites should be
remediated accordingly once
material sourcing has been
completed
The contractor should submit
in writing all the relevant
numbers and relevant details
of all pre-requisite licenses
etc. and report of their status
accordingly.
Selected quarry sites should
have proper safety measures
such as warnings, safety nets
etc., and third-party insurance
cover to protect external
parties that may be affected
due to blasting.
It is recommended not to seek
material from quarries that
have ongoing disputes with
the community.
The
maintenance
and
rehabilitation of the access
roads in the event of damage
by the Contractor's operations
shall be a responsibility of the
Contractor.
Copies of all relevant licenses
should be maintained by the
Contractor for review and
documentation
by
the
implementing/monitoring
agencies

Transportation Spreading dust and impact Medium
and storage of due to hazardous material
materials

Safety
measurements
for workers

Injuries
during
the Medium
construction. Safety from
wild animals and accidents

Precautions for Possible infections at the High
COVID-19
site

▪ All material should be
transported in fully covered
trucks.
Overloading
of
vehicles
with
materials
should be controlled and done
in a manner to suit the truck
capacity and tailgates of the
trucks should be closed.
▪ Construction material such as
cement, sand and metal
should be stored in closed
structures or in a contained
manner.
▪ Material haulage routes and
stockpiling areas to be well
defined with the prior
approval of the respective
authorities, and all the
measures to be followed by
the suppliers to avoid any
environmental issues (dust,
noise, nuisance to public,
traffic etc.)
Construction work shall be
limited to day light hours.
Workers must use relevant
Personnel Protective Equipment
(PPEs) as appropriate for the
work. (Refer Safe Operating
Procedures for Working Wildlife
Protected Areas - Annex 02
Follow
all
actions
and
instructions given by PHI and the
PMU. (Refer PMU handbills –
Annex 3)

7. Environmental and Social Monitoring and Reporting
7.1. Construction Stage:
The environmental monitoring plan forms the basis for verifying the extent of compliance during
the implementation stages of the project. The objectives of an environmental monitoring program
are:
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i. To evaluate the performance of mitigation measures proposed in the ESMP
ii. To provide information which could be used to verify predicted impacts and thus
validate impact prediction techniques
iii. To suggest improvement in environmental and social mitigation measures if required
iv. To provide information on unanticipated adverse impacts or sudden change in impact
trends
Implementation of mitigation measures will be ensured through both routine and periodic
monitoring. A sample monitoring framework is given in Table 4 as guidance for site environmental
officers. In addition, attached ESMP Matrix (Refer Annex 1) also could be used to monitor whether
proposed safeguard measures are being carried out during different construction stages.
Table 4 - Construction Phase Monitoring
No.

Indicators of Monitoring

1

Transportation
of Direct Observation
construction material in
covered condition, and safe
loading & unloading.

Regular
FD,
during
Contractor
construction

&

2

Stockpiling
materials

excavated Direct Observation

Daily

FD
Contractor

&

3

Reuse of excavated materials Direct Observation

Daily

FD
Contractor

&

4

Solid waste segregation and Direct Observation
disposal

Daily

FD
Contractor

&

5

Damages to trees/vegetation

Direct Observation & Daily
records

FD
Contractor

&

6.

Impacts for Fauna

Direct Observation & Daily
records

FD /Contractor

7

Occupational health and Direct observation & Daily
safety, use of safety gears
record of injury

FD
Contractor

8

Safety measures on COVID- Direct observations & Daily
19
temperature checking

Contractor

9

Dust and Air Quality issues

10

Water logging and vector Direct observation & Once
proliferation
records (of illness)
week

of

Types of Monitoring/ Monitoring Responsibility
Method of Monitoring Frequency

Direct observations
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Once in two FD
days
Contractor
a FD
Contractor

&

&
&

7.2. Post-Construction Stage:
Post construction monitoring is the main activity during this stage to check whether the all ESMP
requirements were fulfilled or to study drew backs. Table 5 provides guidance to develop a postmonitoring tool.
Table 5 – Sample Post – Monitoring Chart
No

Activity

Measures
Measures
suggested by Implementation
the
original
ESMP

1.

Landscapi
ng

The site should
be reinstated
similar to the
pre-project
conditions
using
native
species.

2.

Rehabilitat
ion of site
vegetation

Observations / Level
of
Impacts / Risks success

Landscaping
done.

was Need to level the
ground in some
locations (inside
Turfing should equally
the garden).
spread over the site.
Turfing should
spread over the
site.
Trees were planted but
can grow more useful
trees and suit to the
ecological condition to
the site.

Need to consider
survival rate and
at present it is
around 60%.
Grass cover is
essential over the
ground.

Completion of landscaping is the key responsibility of the contractor at this stage. Only native
plants should be used for landscaping. Site should be free of debris, painting marks and eroded
patches. Turf with native grass provide an attraction to the location. Disability access should be
available for all sections of the building. Safety of workers and visitors should be ensured with
possible ways. Appropriate signage is essential to guide visitors for easy access to the services
with less risk factors.
8.

Public Consultation and Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM)
• Consultation and Information Disclosure
Consultation and information disclosure will be a continuous process during the
preparation of the environmental and social assessment document and implementation of
such plans. These assessments will ensure to conduct meaningful consultations with
affected people and concerned stakeholders, including civil society and facilitate their
active participation. The meaningful consultation shall begin early in the project
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•

•

•

•

•

preparation stage and carried out in an ongoing basis throughout the project cycle.
Consultation should be organized in a congenial environment without intimidation, and
should be gender sensitive as well.
Grievance Redress Mechanism
The main objective of the Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM) is to provide a time
bound and transparent mechanism to voice and resolve complaints of stakeholders. The
environment officers engage through the Consultants (Ex. design and supervision
consultants) are responsible for handling grievances. They will
(i)
Accept and record the complaints, categorize and prioritize them
(ii)
Consult with all relevant stakeholders (including contractors), visit the
project site, and do the required examinations
(iii) Settle the grievances in consultation with the complainant and the project
staff
(iv)
Report to the aggrieved parties about the decision/solution
(v)
Forward the unresolved cases to higher authorities for resolution
(vi)
In case of complex complaints, the authorities and consultants will inform
the Project Director and guide him about practical options for resolving the
grievances.
Grievances should be addressed within two to four weeks from the date of lodging the
complaints. If resolution attempts at the FD field level fail, the FD will refer the complaints
to the relevant DFO along with the minutes of the hearings. If a decision made at this level
is found unacceptable by the aggrieved person(s), DFO could refer the case to PSE with
the minutes of the hearings at both grass root and district levels. The FD/DFO will keep
records of all resolved and unresolved complaints and grievances and make them available
for review as and when asked for by PMU and WB Resident Mission in Colombo, Sri
Lanka. Information about GRM will be made public through project website and other
relevant sources.
The Grievance Redress Mechanism (GRM) of ESCAMP aim to provide a time-bound and
transparent mechanism to voice and resolve social and environmental concerns linked to
the project. Set of arrangements that enable local communities, employees, other affected
stakeholders, and any other interest group/groups to raise grievances/concerns and seek
redress when they perceive a negative impact arising from the sub-project activities, are
comprehensively described in the GRM.
The main objective of the Grievance Redress Mechanism is to provide a time-bound and
transparent mechanism to voice and resolve complaints of the people in the project impact
zone. As guided by the grievance redress mechanism of the ESCAMP, relevant Officers
from the PMU and FD will be responsible for handling grievances related to proposed
subproject activities. They will record the complaints, categorize and prioritize them,
consult with all relevant stakeholders (including contractor), visit the project site, and do
the required examination, settle the grievances in consultation with the complainant.
FD, and the project staff report to the aggrieved parties about the decision/solution forward
the unresolved cases to the next tier of the grievance redress committee as guided by the
GRM of the ESCAMP for resolution in case of complex complaints.
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•
•
•
•

Information about GRM and Grievance Redress Committees (GRCs) will be made public
through web sites of ESCAMP and FD.
The complaint register shall be kept/places at a convenient place, easily accessible by the
public.
The officials from the Forest Department and the PMU shall comply with the above with
the assistance of GRC which are established at the different tiers as stipulated in the GRM
of the ESCAMP.
According to the information received from FBPAM of Knuckles, information related to
the ESCAMP and interventions of the project has been disclosed from time to time to the
community/CBO through public consultations. Some of the interventions already carried
out under the sub-components of 3a of ESCAMP with the participation of community
members. Consultations were also made with the officers of the Pradeshiya Sabha,
Laggala.

9. Legal aspects and institutional framework
The implementation of the proposed subproject will be governed by the laws and specific
environmental rules, regulations, policies, and standards of Sri Lanka as well as the World Bank’s
Social and Environmental Safeguard Policies.
National Environmental (Amendment) Act No. 53 of 2000, Forest Ordinance-1908 and its
amendments, Forest Conservation Ordinance-2009, Fauna and Flora Protection Ordinance (FFPO)
Amended Act No. 49 of 1993 & 20 of 2009 and Soil Conservation Act (1951,1953), are the most
important and applicable to development.
Further to above, applicable international
conventions/environmental agreements of IUCN, CITIES, UNESCO also pertinent.
The Ministry of Wildlife and Forest Conservation, Forest Department, and the Project
Management Unit of ESCAMP bear the overall responsibility of abiding by the above acts, rules,
regulations, policies, and standards. The above legal enactments impose restrictions on activities
to minimize/mitigate likely impacts on the natural environment and social environment.
Compliance is required in all stages of the sub-project implementation, including design,
construction, operation, and maintenance.
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Annex 01
ESMP Matrix
MITIGATION PLAN
No.

Mitigation Measures

Locations/
Project
phase

Mitigation
cost

Institutional Responsibility
Implementation

Supervision

Entire
NA
construction
period and
construction
sites.

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

CONCERN 1: IMPACTS ON FAUNA
1.1

Since most of the animals living in the
reserve are crossing the road and
accidents may occur due to narrow
slopes, the maximum speed of all
vehicles transporting construction
materials should be maintained at a
maximum speed of 20 km per hour.
If some animal or group is blocked,
they must wait quietly until they are
completely evacuated.

1.2

The contractor should avoid
overloaded vehicles to transport
material to construction sites in and
out of the Knuckles forest area. The
materials should be covered with a
tarpaulin during transportation.

Entire
NA
construction
period and
construction
sites.

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

1.3

All works should be carried out in
such a manner that destruction or
disruption to the fauna and their
habitats is minimized.

Entire
NA
construction
period and
construction
sites.

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

1.4

The sound of the horn (tooting of
vehicle horns) is prohibited in the
vicinity of the protected area and in
the vicinity of the Knuckles World
Heritage site.

Entire
NA
construction
period and
construction
sites.

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

1.5

Limit activities to day light working
hours from 7.00 am to 6.00 pm

Entire
NA
construction
period and
construction
sites.

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO
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1.6

Equipment that may produce noise
and vibration, used for earthmoving
and concrete mixing shall be limited,
as much as possible within the
PA/Forest area.

Entire
NA
construction
period and
construction
sites.

1.7

Construction workers should be
advised to protect wildlife, aquatic
life as well as their habitats. Project
workers do not allow hunting and
unauthorized fishing.

Entire
construction
period and
construction
sites.

Contractor

Awareness RFO
under the
EO-PMU
monitoring
and
supervision
cost;
Rs
20,000.00

Respective
Forester /
RFO

Respective
Forester /
RFO

CONCERN 2: IMPACTS ON FLORA
2.1

All works shall be carried out in a
manner that the destruction to the
flora and their habitats are
minimised. Trees and vegetation
shall be felled /removed /pruned
only if that impinges directly on the
permanent works or necessary
temporary works. In all such cases
contractor shall take prior approval
from the Forester or RFO.

Entire
NA
construction
period and
construction
sites
and
immediate
surroundings
.

2.2

Endemic/point endemic / rare
/threatened /endangered plant and
tree species shall not be permitted to
fell /remove or prune.

Entire
construction
period and
construction
sites
and
immediate
surroundings
.

2.3

Material
transport
vehicles,
machinery and equipment shall be
used and stationed only in the areas
of work under the recommendation
of the Forester or RFO and in any
other area designated/approved by
the Forester within the premises.

Entire
NA
construction
period/
material
transportatio
n period and
construction
sites.
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Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO
EO-PMU
ESSS-PMU

Awareness RFO
under the
EO - PMU
monitoring
and
supervision
cost;
20,000.00
Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

Respective
Forester /
RFO

2.4

Measures to avoid/minimize the Material
airborne dust have to be taken as;
Transport
and
Entire
• Covering
the
vehicles
construction
carrying dusty materials.
period and
• Wetting down/spraying of
construction
road construction areas if
sites.
necessary.

2.5

Wheel washing of vehicles are not
allowed inside the PA/Forest area.

Entire
NA
construction
period and
construction
sites

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

2.6

Ensure that any vegetation clearing
occurs within the limits of an
approved construction area, before
the site preparation, under the
supervision of Forester / RFO.

Entire
NA
construction
period and
construction
sites.

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

2.7

Ensure all plant/planting materials,
equipment & vehicles coming to sites
of PA/Forest area have been cleaned
and free from weeds and invasive
seeds.

Entire
construction
period and
construction
sites

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

2.8

Ensure no activities outside the work Entire
zones through clear delineation of construction
the works area.
period,
including
material
transport.

Engineerin Contractor
g cost is
allowed.
30,000.00

Engineerin
g cost
Rs.
30,000.00
NA

Respective
Forester /
RFO

EO-PMU

CONCERN 3: CONSTRUCTION WORKS
3.1

The contractor is required to ensure
that sand, aggregates and other
quarry material is source from
licenced sources outside any
protected areas.

Entire
NA
construction
period and
construction
sites.

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

3.2

Sourcing from any material from
PA/Forest areas and or designated
natural areas including water
streams shall not be done.

Entire
NA
construction
period and
construction
sites.

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO
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3.3

Contractor shall use lead-free paints Entire
NA
in every construction site and No construction
asbestos will be allowed to use.
period and
construction
sites.

Contractor

3.4

Waste disposal system to be
established where ever necessary
under the recommendation of
project engineer or Forester.

Contractor

Entire
construction
period and
construction
sites.

Engineerin
g cost
Rs.
20,000.00

Respective
Forester /
RFO

Respective
Forester /
Engineer – FD
RFO
(ESCAMP)

CONCERN 4: PROTECTION OF GROUND COVER AND VEGETATION
4.1

Contractor should provide necessary
instructions to drivers, operators and
other construction workers not to
destroy ground vegetation cover
unnecessarily.

Entire
NA
construction
period and
construction
sites.

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO
EO - PMU

CONCERN 5: SOIL PROTECTION
5.1

Top soil of any construction area
shall not be removed without written
permission form the Forester. If it is
essential to remove under the
written permission of the Forester,
such an activity must be carried out
under the supervision of the
respective RFO.

Entire
NA
construction
period and
within
the
project sites
where topsoil
has to be
removed

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

5.2

Areas where top soil has to be
removed for the purpose of these
works, contractor shall obtain the
instruction/directions from the
Engineer – FD (ESCAMP) and the
Forester and the removed top soil
should not bring outside of the
PA/Forest area.

Entire
NA
construction
period and
within
the
project sites
where topsoil
has to be
removed

Contractor

Engineer –
FD
(ESCAMP)
Respective
Forester /
RFO

5.3

Soil conservation measures should
be implemented in the soil erosion
sensitive areas along with the
construction works.

Site
preparation
period and
sites
identified as
(In particular, in particular, one side
soil
of the selected area has a steep slope
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Engineerin
g cost
Rs.
20,000.00

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
Engineer – FD
RFO
(ESCAMP)
EO - PMU

and talcum flows, so special conservation
attention to soil conservation is very measures are
important. At the start of the rainy needed.
season, the problem will double.
Therefore, it is recommended to
start construction before or after the
rainy season.
•

5.4

Places where runoff from the
site is required, it will be via
the longest flow path
possible to ensure maximize
sediment retention.
• Where required, sediment
controls will be put in place.
These will include, but not be
limited to, rock check dams,
sediment basins, sediment
fences and silt socks.
• Sediment controls will be
reviewed
during
site
inspections and/or after
rainfall.
• Review flow path and
determine most appropriate
controls are in place,
additional controls which
can be place in-stream
and/or changes that can be
made to flow path.
Ensure effective sediment and
erosion control measures to reduce
potential impacts during the site
clearing for proposed infrastructure
development.

Entire
construction
period and
construction
sites.

Engineerin
g cost
Rs.
20,000.00

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
Engineer – FD
RFO
(ESCAMP)
EO - PMU

CONCERN 6: WATER – PROTECTION OF WATER SOURCES AND QUALITY
6.1

The contractor is responsible for
arranging adequate supply of water
for the project purpose throughout
the construction period. Contractor
shall not obtain water from natural
springs and waterways inside PAs for
this purpose without receiving

Entire
Engineerin Contractor
construction g cost is
period and allowed.
waterways
located in the
surrounding
areas of the

Engineer –
FD
(ESCAMP)
Respective
Forester /
RFO
EO - PMU
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written permission from the DFO or construction
respective Forester.
site/s.
6.2

6.3

6.4

The contractor shall not extract
water from groundwater or from
surface
water-bodies
without
permission from the DFO or
respective Forester. Such extraction
(if approved) should be carried out
under the direct supervision of the
respective Forester/RFO/BFOs.

Entire
Engineerin Contractor
construction g cost is
period and allowed.
waterways
located in the
surrounding
areas of the
construction
site/s.

Contractor shall not divert, close or Entire
block existing canals/streams within construction
the PA for any purpose during the period
construction work.
All above the works under this ESMP
over or closer to the water streams,
rivers, rivulets within Forest
area/Protected area, thus activities
may be undertaken during dry
season.

NA

Contractor

Engineer –
FD
(ESCAMP)
Respective
Forester /
RFO
EO - PMU
Respective
Forester /
RFO
EO - PMU

Entire
NA
construction
period and
construction
sites.

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

If the work is carried out during the
rainy seasons, the contractor shall
avoid storing materials such as
cement, lime, chemicals and other
items of work in areas where those
can be washed away by the
rain/surface runoffs.
6.5

Contractor shall protect the water Entire
sources in/around, streams and construction
surface runoffs in the PA) from period
various contaminants (dust, sand,
cement, soil, polythene, plastic, or
any other waste) derived from the
works or workers.

NA

EO - PMU

CONCERN 7: FIRE PROTECTION
7.1

No storage facilities will be Entire
NA
established inside the PA for more construction
than one week for materials such as period and
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Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

cement, sand or
construction material.

any

other construction
sites

In any case, any lubricant, fuel or any
chemical substance, any other
solvent should not be brought to the
site for any purpose without
receiving written permission from
the and under supervision of
Forester.
Waste oil, other petroleum products
and untreated wastewater shall not
be discharged on ground/within the
PA.
Collect all waste/spoils and taken
away from the PA/Forest area, under
supervision of Forester.
7.2

No one will be allowed for cooking,
smoking during working hours or
bringing
cigarettes,
lighters,
matchboxes or any other smoking
material/apparatus etc. into the sites
of PA/Forest area.

Entire
NA
construction
period and
PA.

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

CONCERN 8: LABOUR CAMPS
8.1

The contractor should give priority to
hiring labour from the surrounding
areas to avoid the need for labour
camps.

Entire
NA
construction
period and
construction
sites

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

8.2

If labour camps are required to
house migrant workers, they should
be placed well away from Forest
area/PA boundaries and buffer zones
whenever possible.

Entire
NA
construction
period and
construction
sites

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

The construction camps, office and
storage areas shall have provision of
adequate water supply, sanitation
and all requisite infrastructure
facilities
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Site restoration - All construction
camp/temporary
office/material
storage areas should be restored to
its original conditions or as agreed
with the land owner.
8.3

Other biological waste materials
from the camping sites shall not be
dispose/decompose within the
PA/Forest area and they should be
taken away from the PA/Forest area
to dispose/decompose.

Entire
Engineerin
construction g cost
period and
Rs.
camping sites
30,000.00

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO
EO-PMU
ESSS-PMU

Labour camp sites after use should
be cleared and the site should be
reinstated to previous condition at
the close of the construction work.
No any plastic or polythene materials
shall be brought into the project sites
in PA/Forest area
CONCERN 9. APPROVALS, LICENCES AND PERMITS
9.1

All necessary approvals, permits and
licenses required by the state and
local legislation will be obtained prior
to construction commencing.
All approvals, permits and licenses
shall be maintained and complied
with during the construction period.
Should there be any changes to the
project which would require
additional permits or licenses, these
shall be obtained.

Entire
NA
construction
period and
construction
sites.

Respective DFO / Respective
Forester
Forester /
RFO
Contractor
EO-PMU
SDO-PMU

CONCERN 10: PUBLIC SAFTY
10.
1

Contractor shall take necessary
actions to prevent breeding of
mosquitoes at the areas of work by
preventing stagnation of water
(including gutters, used and empty
cans, containers, tires etc.).

Entire
construction
period and
construction
sites
&
material
storage sites
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Engineerin
g cost
Rs.
20,000.00

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

No construction along community
areas will be permitted during night
time.
keep all places of work clean, devoid
of garbage to prevent breeding of
rats and other vectors such as flies.
Burrow sites, if any, should be
rehabilitated at the end of their use
by the contractor under the
supervision of the respective
Forester / RFO.
10.
2

Avoid peak hours in roads, if
local/public roads are used for
bringing materials, especially during
the hours of school children use the
roads. The speed of the vehicles
should maintain less than 20 kmh-1
when transporting the construction
materials.

10.
3

10.
4

Entire
Engineerin
construction g cost
period and
allowed
Public/access
roads

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

Any noise pollutions should be Entire
NA
controlled/minimized
construction
period and
construction
sites

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

Should be exhibited a notice /
awareness board as a “working
place” at the in front of main
construction
sites
before
commencement
of
building
construction works.

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

Entire
construction
period and
construction
sites

Engineerin
g cost
Rs.
10,000.00

CONCERN 11: WORKERS SAFTY - ACCIDENTS AND RISKS
11.
1

The contractor shall comply with
requirements for the safety of the
workmen and all reasonable
precautions shall be taken to prevent
danger of the workers from
accidents causes due to falling, heavy
loads, snake bites, insect bites, stuck

Entire
NA
construction
period and
construction
sites
&
material
storage sites
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by objects, contact with unsafe
energy sources/power supply line
etc.
Records on health and safety related
accidents must be maintained
properly.
11.
2

11.
3

11.
4

All workers employed in construction
activities shall be provided with
necessary protective gear such as
hand gloves, boots, helmets. These
activities include mixing cement,
lime mortars, concrete etc.

Entire
construction
period and
construction
sites

Engineerin
g cost

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

Rs.
50,000.00

Precautionary measures to protect
from attacks by the wild animals
(snakes) during working times inside
the forest shall be taken as
mentioned below.

Throughout
NA
the
construction
period
&
material
transporting
• Contractor has to make sure
sites.
to dispose organic waste
properly. None of the solid
waste is discarded into the
forest area/working.
• Keep an environmental
officer to monitoring the
construction activities.
Where materials need to transport Entire
NA
using labourers, less than 40kg shall construction
allow per labour, per time.
period and
Construction
sites

Respective
Forrester / RFOs

EO-PMU
SDO-PMU

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

Archaeological remains in the Throughout
NA
Forests area/PA and adjacent areas the project
must not destroy/disturb or remove period
by the contractor or by any
workman.

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

In case of chance finds, the Entire
NA
contractor is obliged to stop the construction
works immediately and inform the period and
DFO, Forester or respective RFOs,

Contractor

CONCERN 12: ARCHAEOLOGICAL CHANCE FINDS
12.
1

12.
2
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SDOESCAMP
Respective
Forester /
RFO

Engineer – FD (ESCAMP) or any other Construction
officers available at the immediate sites
vicinity at that moment.

SDOESCAMP

All fossils, coins, artefacts of value of
antiquity and structures and other
remains or things of Geological,
Paleontological or archaeological
interest etc. discovered on the site
and/or
during
construction/rehabilitation
work
shall be returned to the respective
RFO, Forester or DFO or Engineer-FD
(ESCAMP).
CONCERN 13: FIRST AID
13.
1

At every workplace, first aid kit and Entire
treatment facilities shall be provided construction
period and
Construction
sites

Engineerin
g cost

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

Rs.
5,000.00

CONCERN 14: OTHER SOCIAL CONSERNS
14.
1

No child labour is not allowed for any Throughout
NA
purpose of the contract
the project
period

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

14.
2

Local people shall be employed in the Throughout
NA
project activities where possible and the project
no
gender
discrimination
is period
expected.

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

Contractor

Respective
Forester /
RFO

CONCERN 15: GRIEVANCE REDRESS
15.
1

Maintaining
records
of
all Throughout
NA
environment,
social
related the project
grievances raised, if any, and the period
actions taken to address them
throughout the construction period.
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Annex 2: Safe Operating Procedures for Working Wildlife Protected Areas
Purpose
To define the safe operating procedures in a manner that informs and instructs employees of
implementing authorities and contractors/work force of the key health and safety points and controls to
remember when working in areas where wildlife can be found.
Background
People and wildlife live side by side in a PA, therefore, encounters with wild animals are common. Most
small animals are not aggressive; however, conflict may occur when they are trying to meet their basic
needs of finding food, water and shelter. It is important to understand and recognize basic animal
behaviours, in order to prevent injuries to both animals and humans.
The following hazards may occur when working in close proximity to wildlife creatures:
•
•

Infectious disease transmission from mosquito or small animal bites Swelling, mild or severe
allergic reactions from stinging insects.
Serious injury or death from contact with other wild animals such as snakes, elephants, leopards
and bears etc.

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
•
•
•

Insect repellant Long-sleeved shirts and pants,
safety boots (no sandals) Insect spray designed for bees/wasps/hornets
any other appropriate PPEs

Safe Operating Procedure
General
•
•
•
•
•
•

Always carry a cellular phone, or other two-way communication device, in case emergency medical
help is required.
Be aware of your surroundings and note any wild or suspicious acting animals in your work area.
If necessary, seek safe shelter from these animals and contact the appropriate authorities.
Avoid reaching or stepping into or over hidden areas that may contain wildlife.
Be aware of signs that indicate above or below ground animal nests and take appropriate action to
prevent contamination.
Avoid direct contact with bird, bat or other animal droppings.
Avoid direct contact with animal blood. If contact cannot be prevented, wear rubber gloves, and
dispose properly.

Biting and Stinging Insects
•
•
•

Know what kind of biting and/or stinging insects to expect in the area or work location.
Ensure there is a ready supply of insect spray in work area.
If you are allergic to bee or wasp stings, ALWAYS notify the work supervisor. Understand and
know how to administer the medication yourself.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Do not wear perfumes, colognes, scented soaps or powders.
Tuck pants into your socks or work boots. Wear light-colored clothes, if possible.
Look out for stinging-insect nests – any visible signs of activity around a particular hole or place.
Destroy standing water for mosquitoes
Do not swat at or make fast movements around stinging insects – most bees and wasps will not
sting unless they are provoked or startled.
If a bee or wasp nest must be removed from your immediate work area, notify the relevant people
immediately.

Small Wild Animals
•
•

Never touch or handle wild animals – healthy, sick or deceased. Parasites and other infectious
diseases may be present.
If bitten by a wild animal, clean the wound with soap and water, and obtain medical assistance
immediately, advising medical staff of the potential for infectious diseases, such as rabies.

Bears
Bears are naturally shy, but extremely curious animals. If that curiosity is rewarded with food, they
become conditioned to be increasingly forward, even aggressive. They can cause injury or death.
Confirm with the wildlife staff if there have been any recent bear sightings or incidents in the respective
work area. If working in an area with known bear activity, always be prepared.
Elephants:
Instructions of the Department of Wildlife is always necessary for the protection from Wild elephants.
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Annex 3 – Awareness Bills on COVID-19
Page One
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